Side Note:

This song is dedicated to the memory of one of my best friends, who was also my music mentor and older sister, Rose-Anne. It is intended as an expression of loss, love, assurance and reunion.

Helpful Hints:

- Besides the definition that I gave earlier in “Cherished Moments,” there is another definition of rubato that works better when playing expressive music that is very slow in tempo, like that at the beginning of this song. This definition says to let the important notes steal time from the less important notes. When thinking of this definition choose what you consider to be the important notes. Think of them as rocks thrown into a pool. Watch the ripples until you feel ready to go on. (Don’t let the fear of waiting too long make you continue before you are ready.) Then the job of the shorter or connecting notes is to balance out the lengthened notes with the feeling of acceleration. So the music doesn’t drag.

Tribute

(Rose-Anne’s Song)

written by Jon Schmidt
(from the album Walk in the Woods)
now flowing, but not too fast (sensitive)
**Side Notes:**

- This song is dedicated to the memory of one of my best friends, who was also my music mentor and older sister, Rose-Anne. It is intended as an expression of loss, love, assurance and reunion.

**Helpful Hints:**

- This version has been transposed to an easier key because, although it is a simple song, too many people who played it were intimidated by five flats. (I have however, included “Tribute” in the original key. It appears at the end of the book.) Try the original version first. If the five flats give you trouble, see my Helpful Hints in the song “All of Me” on page 51. If all else fails, learn this version first and it will make learning the other version much easier.
- Besides the definition that I gave earlier in “Cherished Moments,” there is another definition of rubato that works better when playing expressive music that is very slow in tempo, like that at the beginning of this song. This definition says to let the important notes steal time from the less important notes. When thinking of this definition choose what you consider to be the important notes. Think of them as rocks thrown into a pool. Watch the ripples until you feel ready to go on. (Don’t let the fear of waiting too long make you continue before you are ready.) Then the job of the shorter or connecting notes is to balance out the lengthened notes with the feeling of acceleration. So the music doesn’t drag.
- Level of difficulty: easiest in the book. (Especially if you start on measure 16 and skip the fast middle part.)

**Tribute**

(Rose-Anne's Song)

*Easier Key

written by Jon Schmidt

(from the album Walk in the Woods)
now flowing, but not too fast (sensitive)